ABOUT ROXUL
Expanding into the United States ROXUL® The Better Insulation™ is a leading North American manufacturer
and marketer of planet-friendly stone wool insulation made from basalt rock and recycled steel slag. ROXUL's
non-combustible stone wool insulation products are used in commercial, residential and industrial applications
to conserve energy while enhancing both life safety and human comfort. Headquartered in Milton, Ontario
ROXUL North American production facilities are located in Milton, ON, Grand Forks, BC and our newest
factory in Byhalia, Mississippi built to keep pace with increasing global demand for stone wool
insulation. ROXUL employees operate within a culture of trust and empowerment allowing for freedom and
cooperation resulting in measurable positive business results.

POSITION: OFF-LINE PRODUCTION CONTROLLER, MAR
JOB INFORMATION
We are currently seeking the talent and energies of a proven professional who will represent the
ROCKWOOL® Values of Honesty, Responsibility, Efficiency, Passion and Entrepreneurship by joining our
Finance Team as an Off-Line Production Controller based at our expanding Byhalia, Mississippi Factory.

Job Description
Required Skills
Reporting to the Marshall County Factory Controller, you will be
 SAP experience highly desired – or Large
responsible for tasks during the build of the facility as well as tasks
ERP System experience
during the Operational Production phase. This job is split into 2 phases  Accounting designation and University
where the incumbent will initially look after the project costs related to
Degree.
the building of the line. Once the line is operational the individual will
 Understanding of the business processes
take the position of Off-Line Production Controller. You will assist in
and intricacies of manufacturing companies
reviewing the estimate with the Project Manager to understand the
 Ability to multi-task and prioritize work with
scope of work and ensure the following key documents are maintained
specific focus on deadlines
in the project files prior to project start-up; approved estimate, job start-  Possesses a strong understanding of
up meeting notes and a job execution plan. You are responsible for
accounting including both general and cost
reviewing the project estimate in SAP and supplemental worksheets.
accounting;
You will also be responsible for full financial and administrative
 Possesses experience with a
functions of the Marshall County off-line production. This will include
manufacturing standard cost systems as
review of plant payroll, accounts payable and billing that affect the offwell as systems for budgeting and
line financials as well as inventory control, budget and financial
forecasting;
statement preparation and reporting.
CONTACT INFORMATION
Qualified applicants may apply in confidence to:
E-mail: hrinbox@roxul.com Fax: (905) 875-9305
ROXUL Inc., 8024 Esquesing Line, Milton, ON L9T 6W3

